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History of AI



Two Kinds of Processing

System 1: skill.
• Fast,
• Frequent,
• Automatic,
• Unconscious,
• Stereotyped
• Invariant, 
• Emotional

• Mammals, Birds, Fish, Insects, 
Reptiles

System 2: reason.
• Slow
• Infrequent,
• Deliberate,
• Conscious,
• Compositional,
• Flexible 
• Rational

• Mostly Humans,  apes, cetaceans, 
octopuses, parrots 



Two Kinds of Learning

Skills.
• Training
• Require many 

examples
• Transfer is limited
• Performed

Knowledge
• Instruction
• Can be acquired by 

reading, listening, 
watching, looking

• Can be reused widely
• Reasoned with



SKILLS
Generative

Reinforcement 

LearningDeep and

Convolutional

Classification





But what happened to knowledge 
and reasoning?

&
How can we combine them with 

skills and learning?

“This falls significantly short of human-problem solving, including 
question-answering: it does not recursively decompose problems for 
solution, it does not follow that decomposition to assemble answers, 
and it does not store and apply salient background knowledge for 
decomposition, partial solution, or answer composition.” 



What does that mean for progress towards 
broader and general AI?



Symbolic AI

Applying knowledge that is stored in a use-agnostic
form to solve new problems

One way to think about knowledge, from a machine-learning
point-of-view, is stored inductive bias: it reduces the amount
of new data required to learn an applicable solution method



Types of Symbolic Knowledge
(Text Like)

Mathematical 
Logic

Computer 
Programs

Careful Legal 
Language

Scientific 
Writing

Formal 
Narrative

Informal 
Narrative

Fiction

Poetry & 
Song

High precision and reliable reuse,
Low expressiveness

Low precision and usability
High expressiveness



Types of Symbolic Knowledge
(picture-like)

Relational Graphs

Circuit Diagrams

General Graphs

Architectural 
drawings

Scientific Figures

Photographs and 
video

Representational 
Art

Conceptual Art

Abstract Art

High precision and reliable reuse,
Low expressiveness

Low precision and usability
High expressiveness



Types of Symbolic Knowledge
(data-like)

Serialised 
Data 

Structures

WSML 
Annotated 

Feeds

Relational 
DBs

NoSQL

Knowledge 
Graphs

Observations

High precision and reliable reuse,
Low expressiveness

Low precision and usability
High expressiveness



Fundamental Operation of Reasoning
(recursive and exploratory)

• Interpret problem to be solved

• Transform it into a set of simpler problems, using knowledge

• Solve the simpler problems (by knowing the answer, applying a skill, or 
breaking them down)

• Use the solutions of the simple problems to assemble the solution to the 
larger problem 



What does reasoning look like to a computer

What days of the week 
can’t Hugo Jederman use his Segway
to commute on. 

(read Lime Scooter)

https://www.cyc.com/cyc-technology-overview/

https://www.cyc.com/cyc-technology-overview/


It’s a city if it’s the
capital of a country

It’s a city if it has more than 70000
inhabitants

Is Honolulu the
capital of a country?

Nope

X is number of inhabitants
of Honolulu

X > 70000

and

or

351800 is the number of 
inhabitants of Honolulu (2016) 351800 > 70000

It’s a city 
because
>70000 

Yes
Is Honolulu a City?

Between 1845 and 
1893 yes.



Kind of trivial in pseudo logic, BUT

• Hundreds of thousands of millions of facts or problem transformation 
methods might apply at each step  [intractable]

• Much as computers might like it, humans have not converted most facts and 
problem solving methods into mathematical logic (or computer programs) 
[impractical]



What might we do?

• Pretend reasoning is a game, and apply reinforcement learning to it

• Pretend logic is a natural language, and translate into it

• Learn to reason directly with text, as we did (kind of) in the example

• Learn to modify text so it’s more like logic

• Work on problems that are already in logic (Mizar & HOLStep mathematical 
formalisation,  WikiData, parts of systems biology, e.g. OBO)



Question Answering as a Proxy for NLU and 
Reasoning



Tao  Yu,  Rui  Zhang,  Kai  Yang,  Michihiro Yasunaga,Dongxu Wang, Zifan Li, James Ma, Irene Li, Qingn-ing Yao, Shanelle Roman, et al. 2018c.  Spider:  A large-
scale human-labeled dataset for complex andcross-domain semantic parsing and text-to-sql task. In Proceedings of the 2018 Conference on Empirical Methods in 
Natural Language Processing, pages 3911–3921



SciTail dataset



Automated Knowledge Base Construction (2019)

AI2 Reasoning Challenge (ARC) multi-choice selected to be unanswerable by IR.
Knowledge added to query representation, inputs rewritten to improve performance, 
entailment of answer-augmented query by retrieved evidence.



BERT encoding; pointers into sentences to decompose;
fixed decomposition patterns; exactly two sub-questions;
base QA system is BERT reading comprehension model (Devlin et al., 2019)
algorithmic answer composition; choses best one to answer



The reasoning these systems  do is very limited



NeurIPS 2017



https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jcjohns/clevr/

CLEVR: A Diagnostic Dataset for Compositional Language and Elementary Visual Reasoning CVPR 2017 • Justin Johnson • Bharath Hariharan • Laurens van der Maaten • Li Fei-Fei • C. Lawrence Zitnick • Ross Girshick

“Answer Them All! Toward Universal Visual 
Question Answering Models”, Robik
Shrestha, Kushal Kafle,  Christopher Kanan, 
CVPR 2019 – RAMEN model

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jcjohns/clevr/


Deep Reasoning for QA

• Recursively transform queries into subproblems to be solved, over as many 
levels as necessary

• Learn the transformation operations

• Learn the answer assembly operations



Enabling Inference at Scale

• Treat deduction, abduction and inductive steps, and other reliable skills, as 
steps in a game

• Learn to be very good at that game



Freeing inference from logic

• Recalling the slide earlier about the precision / expressiveness trade-off

• Learn to produce inferences that are as reliable as possible using language-
like representations

• Where possible, bound the unreliability and report it with explanations



Interoperable Symbolic Representations

• Using modern Deep Learning techniques for language (sequence) modelling 
(e.g. GPT2), form representations for logic, natural language, and 
programming and query languages that aid downstream tasks

• E.G. Optimise BERT or GPT2 for entailment tasks

• Apply to tasks in understanding legal documents, question answering, and 
understanding biomedical texts and biological systems



Automatic Production of Precise 
Representations

• Exact, logical or programmatic knowledge representations have strong 
efficiency and accuracy benefits when available. 

• How can computers build these representations themselves, with little or no 
human intervention, from existing knowledge resources, text, and other 
training data



Knowledge Transformation and Capture for 
Problem Solving

• Learn to transform/rewrite text sources so that they can be more reliably 
used for problem solving steps

• Learn to elicit material in reasoning-ready form from human beings in task 
contexts



What’s it for? 

• Broad AI: solving these challenges should move us significantly closer to AI 
systems that can be applied to a broad and heterogeneous set of problems. 
Move beyond the narrow (but still often superhuman AI skills of today).



Michael Witbrock
m.witbrock@auckland.ac.nz



Graph2seq: Graph to sequence learning with attention-

based neural networks K Xu, L Wu, Z Wang, Y Feng, M 

Witbrock, V Sheinin

arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.00823



Broad AI Lab

• Learning-based general artificial intelligence

• Complex problem solving with Natural Language (NL)

• Combine Deep Learning revolution in AI with symbolic AI to give computers the powers of understanding and integration

• Challenging area of AI research, with high potential commercial impact.

• Near-term advances in understanding text, diagrams and tables so they can be automatically repurposed and combined to answer 
questions

• Secondary Focus: AI for the benefit of human civilisation
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